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ABSTRACT 
For any algebra ‘2 of linear transformations on a finite dimensional complex 
vector space V, AlgLat ‘8 denotes the set of transformations which leave invariant 
every invariant subspace of X. It is shown that Alg Lat % = (% n %l)*, where R 
denotes the set of transformations of rank at most one and * is an orthocomplement 
operation. This is used to calculate dim Alg Lat % -dim% when % is the algebra 
generated by a nilpotent transformation. 
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension n where 1 < n < 00. Let IX 
be an algebra of linear transformations on V containing the identity transfor- 
mation. Let Alg Lat 9l denote the set of transformations which leave invariant 
every invariant subspace of %. For any vector x of V, the subspace 2Xx= 
{Ax: A E%} is the smallest invariant subspace of 9l containing x, and is 
called the cyclic subspace generated by x. Every invariant subspace of 9l is 
spanned by cyclic subspaces, and it follows that T E Alg Lat X if and only if 
TXE%X for every xEV. If (*I*) is an inner product on V, then clearly 
T E Alg Lat 9l if and only if (Txl y) = 0 whenever x, y E V satisfy (Ax1 y) = 0 
for all AE%. We can restate this last statement more simply by introducing 
a corresponding inner product on B(V), the space of all transformations on 
V. Let {e,,e,,..., e,,} be an orthonormal basis for V. For A, B E B( V) define _ 
(AIIB)=z’,‘,j,l(Aejlej)(Beilei). Then (.I[*) is an inner product on B(V). For 
x, y E V let X@ y denote the transformation defined on V by (x@ y)z = 
(zlx)y. Then for x,y~V and AEB(V) we have (Ax1 y)=(Allx@y). Thus 
TEAlgLat% if and only if (Tllx@y)=O whenever (Aljx@y)=O for all 
A E %. The set 93 of all transformations of the form X@ y is the set of 
transformations of rank at most one. We have Alg Lat 2l= (93 n III ‘) I, where 
.L is the orthocomplement operation associated with the inner product (. 11.) 
on B(V). Clearly 2l G Alg Lat 9X. If 2l = Alg Lat 2X, we call X reflexive. So far 
reflexivity has eluded a satisfactory characterization, but the search is 
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progressing [l, 21. The present observation about AlgLat% leads to the 
characterization: % is reflexive if and only if n2 -dim 9l linearly independent 
transformations of rank one can be found in 9_IL. 
It is felt that this characterization may be useful in the search. It has the 
advantage of “staying in B(V).” In applications it has a combinatorial flavor. 
As an example we consider the characterization of reflexive nilpotent trans- 
formations given in [2]. A transformation is called reflexive if the algebra of 
polynomials in it is reflexive. 
Let Q be a nilpotent transformation on V. Let the Jordan matrix of Q be 
J(k,)@J(k,)@ . . * @.I( k,,J, where ki are integers, k, > k, > . . . > k,,, > 1, m > 
1, and J(k,) is the ki X ki Jordan cell, i.e., all the entries on the first 
subdiagonal of J( 4) are equal to 1 and all other entries are 0. The result of 
[2] is that Q is reflexive if and only if k, > k, - 1, where k, is taken to be 0 if 
m= 1. We show that dim Alg Lat 9l -dim % = (k, - k,)( k, - k, - 1)/2, again 
taking k,=O if m= 1, 9I being the algebra of polynomials in Q. 
Let {e,,e,,..., e,} be the canonical ordered basis for Q. Let ( * 1 a) be the 
inner product defined on Vby (xl y)=X~=ixiijj, where x=Z?=,xie,, y=Xy=i 
yiei, and let (.]I*) be th e corresponding inner product on B(V). Simplify 
matters by identifying B(V) in the obvious way with the set of all nX n 
complex matrices so that Q is identified with its Jordan matrix and (A ]]B) = 
X~,i=iuiibii, where A=[uij], B=[$]. For any subset S of {1,2,...,n}~ 
{I,2,..., n},letE(S)bethenxnmatrixwithi,j-entryequalto lif(i,j)~S 
and 0 otherwise. If S= {(i,/)}, simply write E(i,j) for E(S). Now C:_,Qp-’ 
= E(R) for a subset R, and it will be convenient to partition R in two ways: 
into “broken diagonals” d, and into “triangles” A4. Precisely, define (a) dp, 
l<p<k,byQP-‘=E(dp),and(b)A4, 1~9gmbyA4={(i,j):T;~;:k,+1g 
i, i < Ey_ Ikr and 0 <i - j <kg - 1) taking 2y=,k, =O. The algebra 9I of all 
polynomials in Q has {E(d,):l<p<k,} as a basis, so %l={AE 
B(V):(A]]E(dr,)=O, l<p<k,}={AEB(V):A=[uii] and ZCi,ijE4uii=0, l< 
p < k,}. In the following take k, = 0 if m = 1. Observe that if k, > k, + 1, then 
dk, = {(k,, l)}, so every element of %II has k,, l-entry equal to 0. In this 
situation, moreover, each of dk,, dk, _ 1,. . . , dk,+ 1 intersects only one triangle, 
viz. A,; and it follows easily, from the elementary result that a matrix of rank 
at most one with i, j-entry equal to 0 has either zero ith row or zero jth 
column, that any matrix in % n azll has &i-entry equal to 0 if (i, j) E 
U~l=k+l~.Thusifm=I,thenthelinearspanofWn~I,whichwedenote 
by (!f n 9X’), has d’ imension given by dim{% n 9I’) = k,(k, - 1)/2, the 
matrices { E( i, j) : 1 < i <j < k,} being an obvious basis for (8 n 5X’) when 
k, > 1. Now let m > 1. For 1 < p <k, each of dp intersects at least two 
triangles; let ($,, j,) and ($,$‘,) be elements of dp in different triangles. If 
(i, i) E 4 and (i, i) does not belong to the same triangle as (6, i,), then 
E($, j,) + E($,, i) - E(i, i,) - E(i, j) is a nonzero element of 8 n ‘2X1. If (i, j) E d, 
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and (i, j) belongs to the same triangle as (i,,&,) and (i, j) #(i,,&,), then 
E(i;,j;)+E(i;, j)-E(i,j;)-E&j) is a nonzero element of Yt n 9X’. We have 
defined [a$l- 1 nonzero elements of 93 n %I for 1 < p <k,; that makes 
Z>=i(ld,j - 1) in all. Th e set consisting of these elements and the matrices of 
the form E(i,j) with (i,j)@ LJz’=,d, 
SIT%* of order 
is a linearly independent subset of 
cn2-k2- 2 k-p+l) 
p=kp+l 
=n2_k _ (kl-k2)(k1-k2+1) 
2 2 
It is not difficult to see that this set is a basis for (‘93 n 91L ), SO that 
dim@ n Yl’ ) = n2 - k, - (k, - k,)( k, - k, + 1)/2, the formula holding in the 
case m = 1 as well. 
Thus, dimAlgLat91-dim%=dim(%n91(111)1-dim’21=n2-dim(%n 
‘3’) - k, = (k, - k,)(k, - k, - 1)/2. In particular, X is reflexive if and only if 
k,>k,-1 (where k,=O if m=l). 
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